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The online training system, Education On Demand   
One-click access allows users to practice anytime, anywhere 

 

Mori Seiki Co., Ltd. will start providing Education On Demand (EOD) for customers around the world in 
April 2009.  

 

In recent years, the number of customers who face difficulty in providing technical trainings for their 

employees has been growing due to the advancement and complexity of machine tools. EOD has been 

developed in response to the needs from those customers. EOD is a new human resource development 

tool which precisely reproduces machine operation systems by effectively using interactive graphics, and 

allows anybody to learn a basic knowledge and technical skills for machines tools at anytime, anywhere. 

Besides the NMV Series and NT Series, we will provide EOD for our major models and release them 

accordingly. The product details are outlined as follows: 

 

<Features of EOD > 

- High-quality online training system that cannot be matched.  
Each course consists of several chapters regarding machine operation, safety, etc., and each chapter has 

an explanatory section and comprehension quizzes. For the display, interactive graphics are effectively 

used to offer easy-to-understand explanations. For example, if a user clicks the door on the screen, the 

door opens just like a real one, and the users can enjoy the visual effects while learning, as if they 
actually operate the machine. The comprehension quizzes at the end of each chapter also help users 

acquire the consistent quality of knowledge. 

 
- Users can learn at anytime, anywhere, 24 hours a day and 7 day a week 
Anywhere there is an internet connection, users can access to EOD 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. 

Users can learn at their own paces without worrying about time restrictions.  
 
- Available in a variety of languages 
EOD is available in 8 languages including Japanese, English, German, Italian, French, Spanish, 
Chinese and Thai, and users can select the languages of their choices.  
 

       

[Contact] Sales Planning Section    users@moriseiki.co.jp 

*EOD is a product developed by our educational 

facility, Mori Seiki University (MSU). 
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<Product outline>  
-Product release: April 1, 2009 

-Courses: 6 courses (NL, NH, NMV, NT, DuraVertical and DuraTurn Series)  

-Languages: 8 languages (Japanese, English, German, Italian, French, Spanish, Chinese, Thai) 
-Course period: 6 months 

*Customers who purchase machines of the Series shown above will receive two complimentary licenses.  

 

<Examples of EOD (NL Series)> 
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